I. The silence of the goats (1/1)

Study these sentences in spoken Esperanto* and their translations:

1. La kapro manĝintas. The goat has eaten**.
2. La kapro manĝitos. The goat will have been eaten.
3. La kapro manĝis. The goat ate.
4. La kapro manĝas. The goat eats.
5. La kapro manĝotas. The goat is going to be eaten.
6. La kapro manĝontis. The goat was going to eat.
7. La kapro manĝintos. The goat will have eaten.

I-1 Translate the following sentences into English:

8. La kapro manĝontos.

9. La kapro manĝitas.

I-2 Translate the following sentences into spoken Esperanto:

10. The goat was eating.

11. The goat is being eaten.

*Esperanto is an artificial language created by Ludwig Lazarus Zamenhof in 1887 and designed for international communication. According to different sources, Esperanto is spoken by 100,000-2,000,000 people all around the world, but only for 200-2,000 is it their mother tongue.

**‘ĝ’ is pronounced like ‘g’ in the word ‘gem’.